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Be a Wealth Management Expert
Nowadays, "portfolio investment" has become a buzzword in the investment
world. Wealto is a portfolio management tool tailor made for any investor to
trade and manage his/her stock portfolios. Its philosophy is to encourage investors to track their portfolio, and through prudent asset allocation to diversify
investment risks, in order to obtain maximum returns. On the same platform, the
needs of investors for "opening an account online + checking real-time market
information + investment + tracking and sharing investment portfolios" can also
be realized.
Features Highlight：

·

Fast, Stable and Low Latency One- stop Trading Platform

·

Interactive Trading Community

·

Scientific method of Portfolio Management

Wealto App Overview:
Real-time Market Data
Register to be a member in the Wealto App and you can subscribe to real-time
market data packages to view real-time stock market data and major index data including market information such as Top Active and Top Transaction Volume stock
listings.

For more informa�on, please send email to marke�ng@ebrokernet.com
h�p://www.ebrokersystems.com
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Easy Portfolio Creation and Management
Wealto advocate the concept of Portfolio Tracking and Management - users only need to take 3
simple steps to complete the creation of portfolios and manage them in either virtual simulation or
real market trading environments:
Simulated
Trading
Create
diﬀerent
Por�olios as
desired

Asset Alloca�on

Simulated
Trading

Star Performers with best Profit and Loss Performance can show off their portfolios in the "Stock
Market Dragon and Tiger List". Interested members can easily track these Portfolios with one simple
click and follow the strategies used by the Star Performers. Anyone without any idea of what stock to
invest in can follow the Star Performers and benefit from their proven stock investment choices.

Online Account Opening, Multi- account management
Wealto supports online account opening anytime anywhere and user can connect to multiple brokerage firms of their own choices. All portfolios in different brokerage accounts will be centralised and
viewed in a single App and investors can trade in different accounts simply with one click.

Zero Cost Online promotion
You can send out promotions, stock analysis, IPO information or marketing schemes to your clients
via the Wealto App easily to keep your clients up-to-date with the fast changing market everyday.

